The CCECE is IEEE Canada’s flagship conference and always welcomes a high calibre audience. We will showcase paper presentations, Special Sessions, panels, tutorials, and exhibitors. We sincerely hope to welcome you in Kingston, Ontario.

**ORGANIZING COMMITTEE**

- **Honorary Chair:** Ibrahim Gedeon, Telus
- **General Chair:** Hossam Haissanein, Queen’s University
- **General Co-chair:** Ahmed Refaey Hussein, University of Guelph
- **Lead TPC Chair:** Walaa Hamouda, Concordia University
- **TPC Chairs:** Burak Kantarci, University of Ottawa; Iyad Dayoub, University of Polytechnique Hauts de France; Hany Farag, York University
- **Industry Relations Chair:** Glenn Parsons, Ericsson Canada
- **Tutorials Co-chairs:** Abdellah Chehri, RMC; Andrea Sciarrone, University of Genoa, Italy
- **Panels Co-chairs:** Ayman Radwan, University of Aveiro, Portugal; Lei Lai, University of Guelph
- **Publications Co-chairs:** Cathy Lowell, IEEE Canada; Noor Zorba, Qatar University
- **Local Arrangements Co-Chairs:** Shideh Kabiri Ameri, Queen’s University; Lei Lei, University of Guelph
- **Webmaster & Social Media Co-chairs:** Wafaa Anani, Western University
- **Publicity Co-chairs:** Moayed Aoqilqy, Mohamed bin Zayed University of Artificial Intelligence (MBZUAI)
- **Patronage and Exhibition Chair:** Sidney O’llige, Queen’s University
- **Poster Co-chairs:** Ismail Hodou, Dalhousie University; Hashim Elabd, Queen’s University
- **Finance Co-chairs:** Nih Padmanabhan, Waterloo University; Murray McDonald, IEEE Canada
- **IEEE Canada Representatives:** Tom Murad, IEEE Canada President 2024-2025; Junam Munawar, IEEE Canada CONAC Chair
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**IMPORTANT DATES**

- **Special Sessions Proposal:** Full Paper Submission (5-7 pages): April 28, 2024
- **Notification of Acceptance:** Registration & Camera-Ready Submission: May 26, 2024
- **Registration & Camera-Ready Submission:** June 9, 2024

**CONTACT US**

[ccce2024.ieee.ca](http://ccce2024.ieee.ca)